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I. INTRODUCTION 
In a recent paper [l] the author has studied the concept of a principal 
solution of a nonoscillatory linear homogeneous matrix differential system, 
together with related problems for the associated Riccati matrix differential 
equation; in particular, the results of [I] extend the earlier work by 
Hartman [2], Sandor [3] and Reid [4] on principal solutions for matrix 
systems. However, in all of these papers attention has been restricted to non- 
oscillatory systems which satisfy a condition of “identical normality,” and 
it is the purpose of the present paper to treat the more general case in which 
this condition may not hold. Also, in order to determine those aspects of the 
theory which are essentially nonvariational in character, the general approach 
of [l] is maintained for systems which are not assumed to be self-adjoint, 
and with the general reciprocal of E. H. Moore replacing the ordinary 
reciprocal of a matrix in the definition of a principal solution. In the case of 
nonoscillatory self-adjoint systems satisfying a condition of definiteness the 
existence of a principal solution is established by extremizing properties 
corresponding to those occurring in the proof of Theorem 5.1 of Reid [4], 
and using properties of solutions that are basically well-known in the theory 
of accessory systems for variational problems of Bolza type, (see Bliss [5, 
Chap. Xl). 
Section II is concerned with basic relationships between linear matrix 
differential systems and Riccati equations. The results in Section III on 
normality and abnormality extend earlier treatments, since in this discussion 
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these concepts are not limited to the case of self-adjoint systems, and are 
prefatory to the consideration in Section IV of the concept of a “principal 
solution” for a nonoscillatory linear system, and the corresponding “distin- 
guished solution” of the associated Riccati matrix differential equation, 
without the assumption of identical normality. In particular, the result of 
Theorem 4.2 extends known results on the existence of principal solutions 
for nonoscillatory systems that are not self-adjoint, even in the case of 
identically normal systems. Section V is devoted to the proof by variational 
methods of the existence of a principal solution for a nonoscillatory self- 
adjoint system which satisfies a condition of definiteness. Finally, Section VI 
is concerned with some concise statements on the E. H. Moore general 
reciprocal of a matrix, and the proofs of some specific results that are used 
in Sections III and IV. 
Matrix notation is used throughout; in particular, matrices of one column 
are termed vectors, and for a vector y = (yJ, (a = 1, e**, n), the norm 1 y j 
is given by (1~~ I2 + *** + 1 yn 12)l12; the linear vector space of ordered 
n-tuples of complex numbers, with complex scalars, is denoted by c&. 
The symbol En is used for the n x n identity matrix, while 0 is used indis- 
criminately for the zero matrix of any dimensions; the conjugate transpose 
of a matrix A4 is denoted by M*. If M is an n x n matrix the symbol ] M I 
is used for the supremum of I My 1 on the unit sphere 1 y 1 = 1. The notation 
M 3 N, (M > N), is used to signify that M and N are hermitian matrices 
of the same dimensions and M - N is a nonnegative, (positive), definite 
hermitian matrix. If the elements of a matrix M(X) are a.c. (absolutely 
continuous) on an interval [a, b], then M’(x) signifies the matrix of derivatives 
at values for which these derivatives exist and the zero matrix elsewhere; 
correspondingly, if the elements of M(x) are (Lebesgue) integrable on [a, b] 
then J” M(x) dx d enotes the matrix of integrals of respective elements 
of M(x~. If matrices M(x) and N( x are equal a.e. (almost everywhere) on ) 
their domain of definition we write simply M(x) = N(x). Finally, for brevity 
a matrix M(x) is termed continuous, etc., when each element of the matrix 
possesses the specified property. 
II. LINEAR DIFFERENTIAL SYSTEMS AND 
ASSOCIATED RICCATI MATRIX EQUATIONS 
The first order linear vector differential equation to be considered is of the 
form 
Ju’ + m(x) 11 = 0 (2.1) 
where u = 11(x) = (u,(x)), (a = 1, *a*, 2n), is a 2n-dimensional vector func- 
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tion, B(x) is a 2n x 2n matrix with complex elements which are (Lebesgue) 
integrable on arbitrary compact subintervals of a given interval X on the 
real line, and 3 is the 2n x 2n constant skew-hermitian matrix 
In accordance with the notation of Reid [I], we shall frequently write (2.1) 
in terms of n-dimensional vector functions u(x) = (Us), V(X) = (r+(x)), 
with ui = ui, u,+~ = vi, (i = 1, *.., n), and 
(2.2) 
where 44 B@), C(4, D( x are n x n matrices, so that (2.1) becomes ) 
2)’ - C(x) 24 + D(x) v = 0, - 24’ + A(x) u + B(x) v = 0. (2.1’) 
A major portion of our discussion involves the corresponding matrix dif- 
ferential equation 
JU’ + 21(x) II = 0, (2.3) 
where U(x) is a general 2n x Y, (r 3 l), matrix function which will also be 
written as U(x) = (U(x); V(x)), w ere h U(x) and V(x) are n x r matrix 
functions, and in terms of which (2.3) becomes 
V’ - C(x) u + D(x) v = 0, - U’ + A(x) U + B(x) V = 0. (2.3’) 
By a solution U(Z) = (u(x); V(X)) of (2.1), or a solution U(x) = (U(x); V(x)) 
of (2.3), will be meant vector or matrix functions which are a.c. on arbitrary 
compact subintervals of X, and such that (2.1) or (2.3) holds a.e. on X. 
It may be verified readily that an n x n matrix function W(x) is a solution 
of the associated Riccati matrix differential equation 
K[wJ = W’ + WA(x) + D(x) w + WB(x) w - C(x) = 0 (2.4) 
on a subinterval X,, of X if and only if there exist n x n matrix functions 
U(x), V(x) such that U(x) = (U(x); V(x)) is a solution of (2.3) with U(x) 
nonsingular and W(x) = V(x) U-l(x) on X,, . Moreover, (see [l; Section II]), 
if W = W,(x) is a solution of (2.4) on X,, , and for s E X0 the n x n matrix 
functions G(x) = G(x, s 1 W,), H(x) = H(x, s ] HO) are solutions of the 
differential systems 
G’+(D+ W,,B)G=O, G(s) = E, (2.5) 
H’ + H(A + BW,,) = 0, H(s) = E, (2.6) 
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and 
0(x, s / W,) = js H(t, s 1 W,,) B(t) G(t, s 1 Wo) dt, 
s 
(2.7) 
then W(x) is a solution of (2.4) on X0 if and only if the constant matrix 
r = W(S) - W,(S) is such that E + 0(x, s 1 IV,,) r is nonsingular on X,, , 
and 
The system adjoint to (2.1) is 
3’ + a*(x) u = 0, (2.1,) 
which may be written also as 
0’ - C”(x) u + A*(x) v = 0, - 24’ + D*(x) u + B*(x) v = 0. (2.11) 
In particular, (2.1) is self-adjoint if and only if 
B(x) SE B*(x), C(x) = C”(x), D(x) = A*(x). (2.9) 
Corresponding to (2.3) and (2.3’) there are matrix systems associated with 
(2.1,) which we shall refer to as (2.3,) and (2.3:), respectively. For (2.1,) 
the corresponding Riccati matrix differential equation is 
K,[W-j = w’ + WD*(x) + A*(x) W + WB*(x) W - C*(x) = 0, (2.4,) 
and the following interrelations may be established readily. 
LEMMA 2.1. If u(x) = (u(x); V(X)) and u(x) = (y(x); z(x)) are solutions of 
(2.1) and (2.1,), respectively, then 
(y; x)* 3% v) = Y*(x) V(X) - z*(X) u(x) 
is constant. 
LEMMA 2.2. W = W(x) is a solution of K[ W] = 0 on X,, if and only ;f W = 
W*(x) is a solution of K+[W] = 0 on Xa; Moreovm, the corresponding matrix 
functions G,(x, s 1 W), HJx, s 1 W), 8,(x, s 1 W) defked by the unalogues 
of (2.5), (2.6), (2.7) for (2.1,) are 
GJx, s ( W*) = H*(x, s 1 W), H,(x, s 1 W”) = G*(x, s 1 W), (2.10) 
0+(x, s 1 w*) = 0*(x, s 1 W), (2.11) 
where H*(x, s I W) denotes [H(x, s 1 W)] *, with similar meaningfor G*(x, s I W) 
and 0*(x, s 1 W). 
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LEMMA 2.3. If (U(x); V(x)) is a solution of (2.3) with U(x) nonsingular 
on x, and W(x) = V(x) U-l(x), then for s E x, 
and 
K(x, s 1 W) = H-1(x, s 1 W) 0(x, s 1 W), 
Q, s I W) = Wx) K(x, s I W> + G(x, s / W), 
the fundamental matrix for (2.1) which is the identity for x = s is 
II 
U(x) U-l(s) - lqx, s 1 W) W(s) lqx, s / W) 
V(x) U-‘(s) -L(x, s 1 l-v) W(s) L(x, s j W) II * 
(2.12) 
LEMMA 2.4. If (U,(x); V,(x)) is a solution of (2.3) with U,,(x) nonsingular 
on X, , and W,,(x) = V,,(x) U;l(x), then for any solution (U(x); V(x)) of (2.3) 
andt, SEX,,: 
W> - W&l U(t) = G(t, s I w,) [W - w,(s) W>I, (2.13) 
u(t) = w) vw(4 + w, s I w v(s) - w) wib (2.14) 
Conclusion (2.13) is a direct consequence of the fact that 
satisfies 
F(x) = V(x) - W,(x) U(x) 
so that 
F’ + [D(x) + W,(x) B(x)] F = 0, 
Similarly, 
F(x) = G(x, s 1 W,) F(s). 
R(x) = U(x) + @(t, x I Wo) P(x) - W,(x) U(x)] 
may be verified to be a solution of 
R’ = [&) + B(x) J+‘,(x)] R, 
so that 
R(x) = U,(x) u;Yt) R(t), 
which is equivalent to (2.14). 
III. NORMALITY AND ABNORMALITY 
Two distinct points s and t on X are said to be (mutually) conjugate with 
respect to (2.1) if there exists a solution (u(x); V(X)) of this system with 
u(x) $0 on the subinterval with endpoints s and t, while U(S) = 0 = u(t). 
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The system is termed nonoscillatory on a subinterval X,, provided no two 
distinct points of this interval are conjugate; moreover, (2.1) is called non- 
oscillatory for large x if there exists a subinterval (a,oo) of X on which this 
system is nonoscillatory. Corresponding to the terminology of the calculus 
of variations for the accessory differential system of a Bolza type problem, 
(see, for example, Bliss [5, Section LXXXI]), a system (2.1) is termed identic- 
ally normal on X, or normal on every subinterval, if whenever (u; v) = (0; v(x)) 
is a solution of this system on a nondegenerate subinterval X0 of X then also 
v(x) EE 0 on X0 . For general systems the following definitions correspond to 
those familiar in the theory of accessory systems. 
For a nondegenerate subinterval X,, of X let /1(X,) denote the linear 
space of n-dimensional vector functions v(x) which are solutions of 
v’ + D(x) v = 0 and satisfy B(x) V(X) E 0 on X,,; clearly V(X) E A(X,,) if 
and only if (u; v) = (0; v(x)) is a solution of (2.1) on X0. If A(X,,) is zero- 
dimensional (2.1) is said to be normal on X0 , or to have abnormality of order 
zero on X0 , whereas if 4(X,,) has dimension d = d(X,J > 0 the system (2.1) 
is said to be abnormal, with order of abnormality d on X0. The symbol 
A,(X,) will denote for (2.1,) the set corresponding to A(X,); that is, AJX,,) 
is the linear space of vector functions v(x) which are solutions of 
v’ + A*(x) v = 0 and satisfy B*(x) v(x) EZ 0 on X0 . The dimension of 
/1,(X,) is denoted by d,(X,,). If X,, = [s, t] for brevity we write d[s, t], 
d,[s, t] instead of the more precise d([s, t]), d,([s, t]), with similar contrac- 
tions in case X0 is of the form [s, t), (s, t] or (s, t). In the following, whenever 
intervals [s, t], [s, t), etc. occur we shall always understand that the intervals 
are nondegenerate. 
For X0 a subinterval of X, clearly 0 < d(X,) < n, and if r is the largest 
integer such that B(x) has rank r at a point of approximate continuity of B(x) 
on X0, then d(X,) < n - r. Moreover, if s E X then d[s, x] is an integral- 
valued monotone nonincreasing function on {x 1 x E X, x > s} with at most n 
points of discontinuity, at each of which d[s, x] is left-hand continuous. 
In particular, if [s,co) C X then d[s,a) is the minimum of d[s, x] for x > s 
and d, , the maximum of d[s,co) for s E X, is the limit of d[a,a) as a -+co; 
if a is such that d[a,co) = d, , then d[b,co) = d, for any b > a, and there 
exists a b > a such that d[a, x] = d, if x >, b. 
If d[s, t] = d > 0, a E [s, t], and d = d(a) is an n x d matrix such that 
the solution (U(x); V(x)) of (2.3) determined by U(a) = 0, V(a) = d has 
U(x) = 0 on [s, t] and the column vectors of V(x) form a basis for A[s, t], 
then for brevity we write d(a) N A[s, t]; if the column vectors of A are 
required to be mutually orthogonal, (i.e., d *A = Ed), as may be done without 
loss of generality, we write d(a) w A[s, t]. For (2.3,) we write, correspond- 
ingly, A,(a) N A,[s, t] and d,(a) w A,[s, t]. 
If [a, b] C X we shall denote by Sa[a, b] the linear space of 2n-dimensional 
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vector functions (u(x); V(X)) which are solutions of (2.1) and satisfy the 
end conditions u(a) = 0 = u(b); the corresponding space for (2.1,) will be 
denoted by Q+.[u, b]. If @a, b] is the dimension of G[a, b] then clearly 
k[a, b] > d[u, b] and k[a, b] > d[a, b] if and only if a and b are mutually 
conjugate, in which case the integer k[a, b] - d[u, b] is termed the order 
of b, (a}, as a point conjugate to a, {b}. If k,[u, b] is the dimension of QJa, 61 
then classical results for two-point boundary problems, (see, for example, 
[6, Chap. 1 l]), imply that k,[u, b] = k[u, b], and for given n-dimensional 
vectors ZP, ub there exists a solution (u(x); V(X)) of (2.1) satisfying u(u) = u5, 
u(n) = ub if and only if z*(u) ua - z*(b) ub = 0 for arbitrary 
If (2.1) is nonoscillatory and identically normal on an interval X, then the 
relation k,[u, b] = k[u, b] for arbitrary [u, b] C X implies that (2.1,) is 
also nonoscillatory and identically normal on X. In particular, the hypothesis 
that (2.1) and (2.1,) are both nonoscillatory on an interval X is weaker than 
the hypothesis that (2.1) is nonoscillutory and identically normal on X, and 
results obtained under this weaker condition are extensions of results of Reid [I]. 
For [a, b] C X let 9[u, b] denote the class of pairs of n-dimensional vector 
functions T(X), l(x) with T(X) a.c. on [u, b], c(x) E &,[a, b], the set of vector 
functions Lebesgue measurable and essentially bounded on [a, b], and such 
that 7’ = A(x) 7 + B(x) 5 a.e. on this interval. The corresponding class 
associated with (2.1,) and involving the differential equation 
7’ = D*(x) 7 + B*(x) 5, 
will be denoted by ~Ju, b]. The following specific results are ready conse- 
quences of the general results mentioned above, and are listed here for direct 
use in the following sections. Here, and throughout he paper, there is obvious 
mods~cution by deletion of some matrices in case certain spaces are of dimension 0 
or n. 
LEMMA 3.1. If [a, b] C X, then there exists a solution (u(x); V(X)) of (2.1) 
satisfying u(u) = ua, u(b) = ub if and only zf z*(u) ua - z*(b) ub = 0 for 
arbitrary 
W) = (Y(X); 44) E f&P, 4. 
If (T(X); c(x)) E 9[u, b], and v(x) E A,[u, b], then v*(x) T(X) is constant on 
[a, b]; moreover, sfu and b are not mutually conjugute fw (2.1,) there exists a 
solution of (2.1) satisfyin u(u) = ua, u(b) = 0 zf and only zf v*(u) ua = 0 
for arbitrary v(x) E A,[u, 61. 
LEMMA 3.2. If (2.1) is nonoscillatory on X then d+[u, b] < d[u, b] for 
urbitrury [a, b] C X; moreover, if d,[u, b] < d[u, b] then a and b are mutually 
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conjugate points for (2.1,). In particular, if (2.1) is nonoscillatory on X then 
dJa, b] = d[a, b] for all [a, b] C X if and only ;f (2.1,) is also nonoscillatory 
on X. 
LEMMA 3.3. Suppose that [a, b] C X and c is a point of [a, b) such that 
d[a, x] = d[a, b] = d for x E (c, 61, A(a) N A[a, b], and Q is an n x (n - d) 
matrix such that 11 A(a) Q 11 is nonsingular. If (VI(x); V,(x)) is the solution of 
(2.3) satisf$ng U,(a) = 0, V,(a) = Q then a value x1 E (c, b] is conjugate to 
a with respect to (2.1) if and only if U(x,) has rank less than n - d. If, in 
addition, d,[a, b] = d[a, b], A,(a) N A,[a, b], and (Us(x); V,(x)) is the solu- 
tion of (2.3) satisfying U,(a) = A,(a), V,(a) = 0, then a value x1 E (c, b] 
is conjugate to a with respect to (2.1) zf and only if the n x n matrix 
]I U,(x,) U,(x,) 11 is singular. 
If [a, b] is a subinterval of X with d = d[a, b] > 0, s E [a, k] with 
d(s) -A[a, b], and W( x is a solution of (2.4) on [a, b], then from (2.5) and ) 
the definition of A[a, b] it follows that the column vectors of G(x, s 1 IV) d(s) 
form a basis for A[a, b]. Correspondingly, if d,(s) - A,[a, k] then the 
column vectors of G+(x, s ( IV*) d,(s) = H*(x, s I IV) d,(s) form a basis 
for A,[a, b]. 
LEMMA 3.4. If [s, t] C X, A(s) N A[s, t], and W(x) is a solution of (2.4) 
on this subinterval, then 
0(x, s 1 W) A(s) = 0 for x E [s, tl, (3.1) 
and the (n + d) x n matrix 
II 
@(t, s I w> 
A*(s) II 
(3.2) 
has rank less than n if and onZy if t is a conjugate point to s for (2.1). 
Relation (3.1) follows readily from (2.7) and the fact that the column vectors 
ofG(x,sI W)A()f s orm a basis for A[s, t]. The further conclusion of Lemma 
3.4 results from the fact that Lemma 2.3 implies that a constant n-dimensional 
vector [ is such that @(t, s 1 IV) f = 0 if and only if u(x) = K(x, s 1 W) 5, 
v(x) = L(x, s 1 w 5 is a solution of (2.1) satisfying u(s) = 0 = u(t), and 
u(x) = 0 on [s, t] if and only if 0(x, s I IV) E = 0 for x on [s, t], in which 
case 
O= Or(x,sl W)(-H(x,sI W)B(x)G(x,s( W)( 
and v(x) = G(x, s I IV) 5 is an element of A[s, t]. 
LEMMA 3.5. Suppose that [s, t] C X, c E (s, t) with d[s, x] = d[s, t] = d 
for x > c, A(s) M A[s, t], and W(x) is a solution (2.4) on [s, t]. If for (2.1) 
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there is no point on (c, t] conjugate to s then. there exists an n x d matrix Y(x, s) 
independent of W(x) which is continuous in x on (c, t], with 
Y*(x, s) 0(x, s 1 W) = 0, Y’*(x, s) Y(x, s) = E, for x E (c, t], (3.3) 
and the (n + d) x (n + d) matrix 
II 
0(x, s 1 W) y/(x, s) 
A*(s) 0 /I (3.4) 
is nonsingular for x E (c, t]. 
If for (2.1) there is no point on (c, t] that is conjugate to s then Lemma 
3.4 implies that 8(x, s ( W) is of constant rank n - d on (c, t], and conse- 
quently there is an n x d matrix Y = Y(x, s) which is continuous in x on 
(c, t] and satisfies (3.3); the nonsingularity of (3.4) for x on (c, t] then follows 
from (3.3) and the fact that (3.2) is of rank n on this interval. Moreover, if 
W,(x) and W(x) are solutions of (2.4) on [s, t] and T, = W,(s) - W(s), then 
by (3.9) of Reid [I] we have 
0(x, s 1 W,) = [E + 0(x, s 1 W) l-J-1 0(x, s 1 W) 
= 0(x, s 1 W) [E + T,O(x, s / W)]-‘, (3.5) 
and consequently a Y(x, s) which satisfies (3.3) for any one W(x) satisfies this 
relation for arbitrary solutions of (2.4) on [s, t]. 
For x E (c, t] the reciprocal of (3.4) is of the form 
II 
0% s I W) 4) 
/I Y*(x, s) 0 ’ (3.6) 
and the n x n matrix O#(x, s I W) is the general reciprocal of 0(x, s / W) 
in the sense of E. H. Moore, which is discussed briefly in Section VI. 
If W(x) and W,(x) are solutions of (2.4) on [s, t], and 0 = 8(x, s 1 W), 
0# = 0#(x, s 1 W), 0, = 0(x, s 1 W,), Of = oqx, s 1 W,), A = A(s), 
Y = Y(x, s), then the fact that (3.6) and (3.4) are reciprocals for x E (c, t] 
implies for x on this interval that 
0: - 0# + 0f(0, - 0) 0# = 0, 
while (3.5) implies that 
0l - 0 = - 0,m = - @r@, ) 
with r = W,(s) - W(s), so that 
0; - 0# = 0,#0J00# = (E - AA*) I’(E - YY*). (3.8) 
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If (U(X); V(X)) is a solution of (2.3) with U(x) nonsingular on [s, t], 
W(x) = V(X) U-l(x), and V(x, s) = G(x, s 1 W) d(s) is an n x d matrix 
whose column vectors form a basis for /l[s, t], then for N an arbitrary d x n 
constant matrix, 
(Ux); Al) = (U(x); q4 + vx, 4 N) 
is a solution of (2.3) on [s, t] with corresponding W,(X) = V,(X) U;l(x) 
such that 
r, = W,(s) - W(s) = d(s) NWl(s); 
moreover, since @(x, s 1 W) I’, = 0 on [s, t], from (3.9) of Reid [l] it follows 
that for x E [s, t], 
G(x, s I W,) = G(x, s I W P + J-‘,@(x, s 1 WI-‘, 
fqx, s 1 Wl) = fqx, s I W), 0(x, s 1 W,) = qx, s 1 W). (3.9) 
In particular, the choice of N such that d*(s) W,(s) = 0 specifies W,(X) as 
the solution-of (2.4) determined by 
W,(s) = [En - d(s) d*(s)] W(s). 
If both (2.1) and (2.1,) are nonoscillatory on [s, t] and d,(s) M n,[s, t], 
then one may choose Y(x, s) = d,( s , ) and combining the above results for 
both (2.1) and (2.1,) yields the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.1. If both (2.Z) and (2.1,) are nonoscillatory on [s, t], 
4) - 4, tl, q) - A,[4 tl, and W(x) is a solution of (2.4) on [s, t], then 
the solution WV(x) of (2.4) determined by the initial condition 
w,(s) = [&a --dw*(~)lwma ---d,w,*(~)l (3.10) 
exists on [s, t], and 
d*(s) W”(S) = 0, W”(S) d,(s) = 0, (3.11) 
@(x, s 1 WV) = 0(x, s 1 W) for x E [s, t]. (3.12) 
A solution W,(x) which satisfies (3.11) will be termed a solution of (2.4) 
on [s, t] which is normalized at s. With the aid of (3.8) one establishes the 
following result, which will be of direct use in Section IV. 
COROLLARY. If (2.1) and (2.1,) are both nonoscillatory on [s, co), c E [s, a) 
with d[s, x] = d[s, CO) fm x > c, and WI(x), W,(x) are solutions of (2.4) on 
[s, CO), each of which is normalized at s, then 
oqx, s 1 W,) - @#(x, s 1 W,) = W,(s) - W,(s) for x > c. (3.13) 
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In particular, if O#(x, s 1 W,) tends to a limit as x -+ 00 then Q#(x, s 1 W,) also 
tends to a limit as x --+ 03, and these two limits are distinct unless W,(x) = W,(x). 
THEOREM 3.2. Suppose that (2.1) is nonoscillatory on [s, 00) and W(x) is 
a solution of (2.4) on this interval such that O#(x, s 1 W) --t 0 as x--t co. If 
c is such that c > s, d[s, c] = d[s, oo), and d[c, co) = d,, then O#(x, s1 / W) -+ 0 
asx-+coforalls,~c. 
If d(s) m A[s, CD), then by Lemma 3.5 there is an II x d[s, co) matrix 
Y = Y(x, S) which is continuous in x and satisfies (3.3) for x E [c, co), 
while the matrix (3.4) is nonsingular on this interval. If sr > c then 
d[s,, 00) = d[c, az~) = d,, and there exists an 71 x d, matrix d(s,) M A[c, co). 
If ~(x, s) denotes the minimum of 1 0(x, s ( W) [ ) on 
~(~)={Il5~~~,,~l==,~*(S)~=o} 
and ~(x, sr) denotes the minimum of ( @(x, s1 1 W) 4 ( on 
~(~l)={Zl~~~~,IEI=1,~*(sl)S=o}, 
then in view of Theorem 6.2 the conclusion of Theorem 3.2 is equivalent to 
the following statement: If p(x, s) + co us x -+ 03 then also p(x, SJ -+ oo_as 
x + co for all s, 2 c. 
From the definition (2.7) of Q(x, s 1 W) it follows readily that 
W, ~1 I W> = Q(s, ~1 I W) + fJ(s, ~1 I W Q(x, s I W> Gh ~1 I W). (3.14) 
Now 8(x, s 1 W) d(s) = 0 for x > s implies that 
Q(x, s ) W) G(s, s, I W) = @(x,.s 1 W) [E - 4) d*(s)] G(s, $1 1 W), 
and consequently if 4 E Z(s,) then 8(x, s I W) G(s, s, ( W) 6 = 8(x, s I W) 6’ 
with 6’ = [E - d(s) d*(s)] G(s, s, I W) 5. Now d*(s) 4’ = 0, and f’ # 0 
since if 5’ = 0 then f = G(s, , s ( W) d(s) p with p = d*(s) G(s, s1 ) W) 5, 
and as 
then 
G(x, s 1 W> z G(x, s, 1 W) ‘31, s 1 W) 
G(x, ~1 I W) G(s, , s I W) 44 P = G(x, s I W) 4) p E 4, co). 
Therefore G(x, sr ( W) 5 E A[s, , co) and there exists a d,-dimensional 
vector o such that 5 = d(s,) a, while the condition f E .Z(sJ implies 
0 = d*(s,) 5 = u so that 4 = 0. Hence E’ # 0 and there exists a R(s, sl) > 0 
such that 
I P - 44 d*(s)1 G(s, ~1 I W) 5 I 3 k(s, 4 for 5 E &). 
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If ~~(8, sl), K,(s, si) are positive constants such that 
( O(s, s1 1 W)q ( < tz,(s, Sl) and I ff(& $1 I w)77 I 2 4, %) 
on {7 ) ) 1;1 ] = l}, then for 5 E Z(:(si) relation (3.14) implies 
I 0(x, Sl I W) t I 2 - MS, $1) + M 4 WY 4 CL@, 4; 
therefore 
andifp(X,S)+masX-+co thenalso~(zc,Sr)+Oaszc+~. 
IV. PRINCIPAL SOLUTIONS OF NONOSCILLATORY SYSTEMS 
Corresponding to the terminology of Reid [l], if (2.1) is nonoscillatory for 
large x a solution (U,(X); V,( x )) ’ t IS ermed a principal solution atco for (2.3) 
if there is an interval (a,co) on which U,(x) is nonsingular and for 
there is at least one value s on (a,~) such that @(x, s I W,) -+ 0 as x 3~0; 
the corresponding WJx) is called a distinguished solution at co of (2.4). 
Theorem 3.2 implies that if (U,(x); I’,( x )) is a principal solution then there 
exists a subinterval (a,, co) such that O#(x, s 1 Wm) + 0 as x -+ co for every 
s on (a,, co). Moreover, from the Corollary to Theorem 3.1 it follows that if 
both (2.1) and (2.1,) are nonoscillatory for large x then (2.1) admits at most 
one distinguished solution at co which is normalized at a value s. 
Suppose that (2.1) is nonoscillatory on (a,m), and for s a point on this 
interval let d(s) ~A[s,co), and choose c E [s,co) with d[s, x] = d[s,m) = d 
for x > c. For t > c let Y&x), Z,,(x) b e n x d matrices whose column 
vectors form a basis for SzJs, t] ; that is, the column vectors of (Y,,(x); Z,,(x)) 
are d linearly independent solutions u(x) = (y(x); z(x)) of (2.1,) such that 
y(s) = 0 = y(t). It will be assumed that this basis for O,[s, t] has been so 
chosen that Z,*,(s) Z,,(s) = Ed , and by Q(s, t) we shall denote an 11 x (n - d) 
matrix such that Q*(s, t) Z,,(s) = 0, Q*(s, t) Q(s, t) = En_&. In view of 
Lemma 3.1, for t > c there is a unique solution (U,,(x); V,,(x)) of (2.3) such 
that 
Us&) = 0, U,,(s) = Q(s> 9, Ll *(s) V,,(s) = 0. (4.1) 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose that (2.1) is nonoscillatory on (a, co), and for 
SUE (u,m) and c, d(s), &(s) and Q(s, t) as e ermined above, let ( Ust(x); V,,(x)) d t 
be the solution of (2.3) satisfying (4.1). If W(x) is a solution of (2.4) on 
(a,m) such that d*(s) W(s) = 0 and @#(x, s I W) + 0 as x +CO, then fog 
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any sequence ($1 such that ti -00 and {Q(s, ti)} converges to a limit matrix Q(s) 
as j --f CO the sequence {VS’,ti(s)j also converges to a limit matrix P(s), and if 
(Us&); vsm (4) * h zs t e so u ion of (2.3) determined by 1 t 
Us&) = Q(s), ~sm(s) = q4, (4.2) 
then 
em = w4 Usal(x) for x E (a, co). (4.3) 
Moreovu, ifQ2( ) s is an n x d matrix such that (( Qz(s) Q(s) 11 is nonsingular, 
P,(s) = W(s) Qz(s), and (US&x); V,,(x)) is the solution of (2.3) determined by 
U&) = QzW, V&> = Pz(s), (4.4) 
then V,,(x) = W(x) U,,(x) on (a,co) and 
U(x) = II u&4 USC&) IO w = II K,(x) em I I> (4.5) 
is such that (U(x); V( x )) is a solution of (2.4) with U(x) nonsingular and 
W(x) = V(x) U-l(x) for x E (c&m). (4.6) 
For t > c, condition (2.14) of Lemma 2.4 implies that 
and since 
@(t, s 1 W> [V,,(s) - w(s) Q(s, t)] = - Q(s, t), 
we have 
d*(s) [v,,(s) - Ws) Q(s, 91 = 0 
vs’,,(s) - JJ’(s) Q(s, t> = - @(t, s I W) Q(s, 0 (4.7) 
As Q(s, t) is bounded for c < t <co, if O#(t, s I W) -+ 0 as t --+co then 
v,,(s) - W) Qh 4 - 0 as t-co. Moreover, there exist sequences {tj> 
such that ti -co and {Q(s, tj)} converges to a limit matrix Q(s) as j -co, and 
for any such sequence V,,(s) -+ P(s) = W(s) Q(s) asj -03. If (U&x); V8,&x)) 
is the solution of (2.3) determined by (4.2) then (4.3) holds for x = s, and 
hence for all x on (a,co) by (2.13) of Lemma 2.4. Similarly, for ( USz(x); V,,(x)) 
the solution of (2.3) determined by (4.4) we have V,,(x) = W(x) U&x), and 
consequently for (U(x); V(x)) defined as in the statement of the theorem we 
have V(x) = W(x) U( x on (a,co). If U(b) f = 0 at a point b E (a,c~) it ) 
would then follow that V(b) 5 = 0 and (U(x) [; V(x) 5) is the zero solution 
of (2.1), whereas U(s) is non-singular, and hence 6 = 0. Consequently, 
U(x) is nonsingular and (4.6) holds on (a,co). 
If (2.1) and (2.1,) are both nonoscillatory on (a,~) and s ~(a, co), 
d[s,oo) = d,[s,co) = d, d(s) m A[s,~o), d,(s) M A+[s,co), then Z,,(s) may 
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be chosen as d,(s) and Q(s, t) as an n x (n - d) matrix Q(S) independent of r 
and such that 
+) Q(s) = 0, Q*(s) Q(s) = En--d - (4.8) 
If c E (a,co) is such that @, X] = d[s,co) for x > c, then the initial condi- 
tions (4.1) determining for t > c the solution (U,,(x); V,,(X)) now become 
Ust(4 = 0, U&) = Q(s), fi *(S)V& = 0. (4.9) 
If there exists a solution W(X) of (2.4) on [s,~) which is such that 
@#(x,s 1 W)-+O as x -+cQ, then by Theorem 3.1 the corresponding solution 
WV(x) determined by (3.10) satisfies (3.11), (3.12), and consequently also 
@#(x, s 1 WV) + 0 as x -KO; Theorem 4.1 then implies that V,,(s) converges 
to a limit matrix P(s) as t +co, and the solution (U,,(X); VSco(x)) of (2.3) 
determined by (4.2) is such that VSlsm(x) = WY(x) U&x) on [s,oo). The matrix 
Qa(s) of Theorem 4.1 may be chosen as d,(s), and if (US&x); V,s(x)) is the 
solution of (2.3) determined by 
Us&) = 4+(4, V,,(s) = 0, (4.10) 
and (U(x); V(X)) is defined by (4.5), then the final conclusion of Theorem 4.1 
implies that U(x) is nonsingular on [S,CO) and F’(x) U-l(x) = WV(x) on this 
interval. 
On the other hand, suppose that the solution (Ust(x); V,,(x)) of (2.3) 
determined by (4.8) is such that V,,(S) converges to a limit matrix P(s) as 
t -+a~; let (U,,(x); V&x)) and (Us2(x); V,(X)) be the solutions of (2.3) 
determined by the respective initial conditions (4.9) and (4.10), and define 
(U(x); V(X)) by (4.5). As d*(s) VS’,,(s) = 0 implies d*(s) P(s) = 0, it follows 
that d*(s) V(S) = 0; moreover, since V(s) U-i(s) = P(S) Q*(S), the solution 
W(x) = V(x) U-l(x) of (2.4) satisfies d*(s) W(S) = 0, W(S) d,(s) = 0. 
Consequently, if U(x) is nonsingular throughout [S,CO) then W(x) is a solution 
of (2.4) on this interval which is normalized at s; also, since U,,(S) = Q(S) 
and W(S) U,,(s) = P(S) Q*(S) Q(S) = P(S), from (2.14) of Lemma 2.4 it 
follows that 
W s I W P’,,(s) - WI = - Q(s) for t > c, (4.11) 
and V,,(S) - P(S) -+ 0 as t -00. Now if 
w = if I 6 E %I > I cc 1 = 1, d,*(s) 4 = O}, 
then for I E Z.+(s) we have 1 = I f 1 = I Q*(S) 5 I and (4.11) implies 
1 = I Pm - p*(s)1 @*(t, s I W) 4 I < c(t) I @*(t, s I W) 5 I, 
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where e(t) --f 0 as t --too. Consequently, if p*(t, s) denotes the minimum of 
/ @*(t, s 1 W) 5 1 on Z+(s) then p+(t, s) -+co as t -+co, which, in view of 
Theorem 6.2, is equivalent to O#(t, s 1 W) -+ 0 as t -+co. Thus we have 
established the following result. 
'THEOREM 4.2. Suppose that (2.1) and (2.1,) are both nonoscillatory on 
(a,co), andfor s E (a,oo) let d(s), d,(s) and Q(s) be determined as above. Then a 
necessary and su$kient condition for there to exist a solution W(x) of (2.4) 
on [s,co) which is a distinguished solution at co is that the solution ( Ust(x); V,,(x)) 
of (2.3) determined by (4.9) is such that V,,(s) converges to a limit matrix 
P(s) as t + co, and for the solutions (U,,(x); V&x)), (C&(x); Vs&x)), 
(U(x); V(x)) of (2.3) determined respectively by (4.2)) (4.10)) (4.5) the matrix 
U(x) is nonsingular on [s,co); moreover, in this case WY(x) = V(x) U-l(x) 
satisfks @(x, s 1 W,) f 0(x, s 1 W) on [s,(;o), and WY(x) is the unique distin- 
guished solution at 00 of (2.4) satisfying d*(s) WY(s) = 0, WY(s) d,(s) = 0. 
It is to be noted that the above theorem not only extends the results of 
Theorem 4.2 of Reid [l] in that the condition “(2.1) and (2.1,) are nonoscil- 
latory on (a,co)” replaces “(2.1) is identically normal and nonoscillatory 
for large x,” but also in that the above theorem gives a necessary and sufficient 
condition, whereas Theorem 4.2 of [I] presents only the necessary condition. 
Thus the sufficiency part of the above theorem is not limited to self-adjoint 
systems satisfying the definiteness condition $,, of the following section, and, 
in particular, is nonvariational in nature. 
V. SELF-ADJOINT SYSTEMS 
Suppose that (2.1) is self-adjoint on an interval X, that is, relations (2.9) 
hold throughout this interval. In this case, (see Reid [4, 7]), if (U,(x); V,(x)) 
and ( W); V&N are individually solutions of (2.3) then 
a4 VI(X) - V,*(x) W) 
is constant on X. Two solutions (z+(x); vi(x)) and (us(x); ws(x)) of (2.1) are 
said to be (mutually) conjoined if 
z&x) q(x) - t&x) 241(x) = 0, 
and if (U(x); V(x)) is a solution of (2.3) whose column vectors are conjoined 
solutions of (2.1) then (U(x); V( x )) is termed a matrix of conjoined solutions. 
As noted in Reid [l, Section II], if (2.1) is self-adjoint and (U(x); V(x)) is a 
solution of (2.3) with U(x) nonsingular and 
U”(x) V(x) - V*(x) U(x) .= K, 
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then the solution W(x) = V(x) U-l(x) of (2.4) satisfies 
W(x) - W”(x) = u*-l(x) KU-l(x); 
in particular, W(x) is an hermitian solution of (2.4) if and only if (U(x); V(x)) 
is a matrix of conjoined solutions. Moreover, 
where 
0(x, s 1 W) = U(s) s*(x, s; U) u*(s), 
qx, s; U) = 
I 
o T-l@, s; U) U-l(t) Is(t) u*-l(t) dt, 
s 
with T = T(x, S; U) the solution of 
T’ = - U-l(x) B(x) U*-l(x) KT, T(s) = E, 
and 8(x, s; U) is the function introduced by Reid [4, Eq. (3.6)] for the general 
characterization of principal solutions of nonoscillatory self-adjoint differen- 
tial systems. If (2.1) is self-adjoint on X, and [s, t] C X, then A[s, t] = :lJs, t] 
and one may choose d,(s) = d(s); if W = W(x) is a solution of (2.4) on 
[s, t] then W = W*( x is also a solution of (2.4) on this interval, and ) 
GJx, s ( W) = G(x, s 1 W) = 22*(x, s ( W”), 
H+(x, s I W) = H(x, s 1 W) = G*(x, s 1 W”), 
0*(x, s 1 W) = 0(x, s 1 w*>. (5.1) 
If (2.1) is nonoscillatory on [s,oo) and W(x) is a distinguished solution of 
(2.4) atco, then the corresponding solution W,(x) defined by (3.10) is also 
a distinguished solution of (2.4) at co satisfying (3.11). Moreover, WI= W,*(x) 
is also a distinguished solution of (2.4) at co satisfying d*(s) W,*(s) = 0, 
W?(s) d(s) = 0, and the Corollary to Theorem 3.1 implies that 
WY(x) = W,*(x); that is, if WY(x) is a distinguished solution at co which is 
normalized at s in the sense of Theorem 3.1 then WY(x) is hermitian, and a 
principal solution (U(x); V(x)) of (2.3) satisfying WY(x) = V(x) U-l(x) is a 
matrix of conjoined solutions. 
If a self-adjoint system (2.1) is nonoscillatory on (a,co) and s E (a,co), 
d[s,co) = d, d(s) M A[s,co), and Q( ) s is an n x (n - d) matrix such that 
d *(4 Q(s) = 0, Q*(s) Q(s) = En-d , (5.2) 
then by Theorem 4.2 a necessary and sufficient condition for there to exist a 
solution W(x) of (2.4) on [S,CO) which is a distinguished solution atco is that 
the solution (U&s); V,,(s)) of (2.3) determined by (4.9) is such that V,,(s) 
converges to a limit matrix P(s) as t -+co, and for- the solutions 
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(U,,(x); VSco(x)), (U,,(x); V$s(x)), (U(x); V(z)) of (2.3) determined respect- 
ively by (4.2), (4.10) with d,(s) = d(s), (4.5) the matrix U(x) is nonsingular 
on [~,a); moreover, in case U(x) is nonsingular on [s,co) then 
W”(X) = V(x) U-l(x) 
is the unique distinguished solution atco of (2.4) satisfying (3.11). The fact 
that W,(x) is hermitian on [s,co) follows from the above stated result. It may 
also be derived directly from the fact that 
since U,,(s) = 0, so that U,*,(s) V,,(S) = Q*(s) V,,(S) is hermitian and 
is also hermitian. 
In view of the above results it follows that for a self-adjoint system (2.1) 
that is nonoscillatory for large x the existence of a principal solution at cc 
of (2.4) is reduced to the existence of P(S) as the limit of V,,(S) as t-+co 
and the condition that the solution (U(x); V(x)) of (2.3) determined by (4.5) 
has U(x) nonsingular on [~,a). 
It is to be remarked that (2.1) may be self-adjoint and nonoscillatory for 
large x without this system possessing a principal solution atoo. In general, 
if U(X), a(x), ur(x), z)r(x) are n-dimensional vector functions, and A(x), B(x), 
C(x), D(x) are 71 x n matrix functions on an interval X, then 
?I(4 = (W; @4>, 
satisfy the self-adjoint system 
64 = (da 64) (5.3) 
5’ - g(x) 7 + d*(x) 5 = 0, 
- 9’ + 44 77 + a(x) 5 = 0, (5.4) 
on X, where 
(5.5) 
if and only if U(X) = (u(x); V(X)) and u(z) = (udx); z~r(x)) are solutions of (2.1) 
and (2.1,), respectively, on this interval. Moreover, (5.4) is nonoscillatory 
on X if and only if (2.1) and (2.1,) are individually nonoscillatory on X. Now 
if (5.4) is nonoscillatory for large x the above stated results imply that the 
7 
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Riccati matrix differential equation associated with (5.4) admits a solution on 
[s, co), which is a distinguished solution at co, if and only if the corresponding 
solution YY,,(x) that is normalized at s in the sense of Theorem 3.1 is of the 
form 
I/ 0 W,*(x) W”C4 = w”(x) 0 /I Y 
and WV(x) is the unique distinguished solution at co of(2.4) that is normalized 
at s. Consequently, an example of a self-adjoint system that is nonoscillatory 
for large x, but for which there is no principal solution at co, is presented by a 
system (5.4), with (2.1) given by equation (4.9) of Reid [l]. 
It is to be noted also that the condition of self-adjointness alone does not 
imply for oscillatory systems that the points conjugate to a given initial 
point are isolated. In particular, if (2.1) is nonoscillatory and such that 
d[s, t] = d and d,[s, t] = d, < d for arbitrary nondegenerate subintervals 
[s, t], then for the corresponding self-adjoint system (5.4) each pair of distinct 
points are mutually conjugate points of order d - d, . This situation is 
illustrated by a system (5.4) with tl = 2 and 
The above examples emphasize the fact that the basic results of the classical 
Sturmian theory for real second-order linear homogeneous differential 
equations, and the generalizations for differential systems, are consequences 
of not merely the self-adjointness or symmetry of the involved differential 
operators, but rather depend upon this characteristic coupled with a property 
of definiteness; in this connection, see also Reid [g, p. 4451. 
We shall now proceed to extend the results of Reid [l] on the existence of a 
principal solution for a nonoscillatory self-adjoint equation (2.1) that satisfies 
the following condition of definiteness, which in the case of systems (2.1) 
arising as the accessory system for a nonsingular variational problem of 
Bolza type, is the Clebsch condition. 
8 0’ The matrix B(x) is nonnegative definite a.e. on X. 
The condition $jo , with x restricted to a subinterval [a, b], will be denoted 
by sj,[a, 4. 
As in Reid [l], for [a, b] C X let a[a, b] denote the class of pairs of n-dimen- 
sional vector functions T(X), t(x) with T(X) a.c. on [a, b], c(r) E &,[a, b], the 
class of vector functions Lebesgue measurable and essentially bounded on 
[a, b], and such that q’ = A(x) 7 + B(x) 5 a.e. on this interval. The subclass 
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of Q[u, 61 on which ~(a) = 0 = ~(6) will be designated by gs[u, b]. More- 
over, the symbol $_[a, b] will signify the condition that the functional 
4% 5; u, b] = s y, [5*(x) B(x) {(r) 4 7)*(r) C(x) 7&v)] ds (5.6) 
is positive definite on gO[a, b]; that is, for (7, 5) E $?,,[a, 61 we have 
Z[q, 5; a, b] >, 0, with the equality sign holding only if B(x) l(x) :: 0 a.e. 
and T(X) GE 0 on [a, b]. 
The basic result concerning nonoscillation on a compact interval is the 
following theorem, which is the same as Theorem 5.2 of Reid [1] without the 
assumption of identical normality. 
THEOREM 5.1. If (2.1) is self- dj ’ t a ozn on [a, b] then $+ [a, b] holds [fund 
only if &,[u, b] holds, together with one qf the following: 
(i) (2.1) is nonoscillatory on [a, b] ; 
(ii) there exists a solution (U(x); V(x)) of (2.3) with U(x) nonsingulur on 
[a, b] and 
u*(x) V(x) - V”(x) U(x) fez 0. 
As in the identically normal case covered by Theorem 5.2 of Reid [I], the 
above theorem will be established by proving the following sequence of 
statements: (a) fdu, bl, (ii> - 4j+[a, bl; (b) 5+[a, 4 - (9, %[a, 4; 
(4 %,[u, bl, (i) -+ (ii). 
Indeed, as noted in [l], the proofs of statements (a) and (b) in that paper 
do not use the condition of identical normality, and the reader is referred to 
that paper for the proofs. Statement (c) may be established by the methods 
given by Bliss [5, Section LXXXIX] or Reid [9], and the latter will be 
sketched here. 
Suppose that d[u, x] has points of discontinuity t, , *.*, t, , where 
u<t,< a.. < t, < b, and for brevity set t,+l = a, t, = b, and d, = d[u, tn], 
(q = 0, 1, .-a, g). Let (U(x); V(x)) be the solution of (2.3) satisfying 
U(u) = 0, V*(u) V(u) = E, , 
Uis(x) = 0 on [a, tJ, (p = 1, .*-, d,; q = 0, 1, *a*, g). (5.7) 
Moreover, let ( Uz(x); V,(x)) be the solution of (2.3) satisfying 
u&4 = w4 V,(u) = 0, (W 
and for 4 ==O,l, . . ..g let (U(x j q); V(.x 1 q)) be the solution of (2.3) given by 
ufj(x I 4) = u2ij(x)* vij(x I 4) = v2ij(x>~ 
(i = 1, a**, n;j = 1, *a-, d,), 
ufj(x / 9) = uij(x)9 vdj(x 1 9) = vij(x)* 
(i = 1, .**, n;j = d, + 1, ..., n). (5.9) 
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As in Reid [9, Section II], a value x0 on (t,+i , tQ], (4 = 0, 1, **.,g), is con- 
jugate to a if and only if one of the following conditions holds: 
(cd) the 2n x 2n matrix 
has rank less than 2n - d,; 
(/3) then x(n-rr,)mutrixII Uin(xo)II,(i=l;..,n;h=d,+l;..,n), 
has rank less than n - d,; 
(y) the matrix U(x, 1 q) is singular. 
If (U(x; p); V(x; p)) is the solution of (2.3) given by 
Udx; P) = U,,&> + PU&), v&Y P) = V,,&) + Pi&), 
(i = 1, *‘+, n;j = 1, ***, d,), 
u&Y P) = u&9, vi&; P) = Vi&), 
(i = 1, **., n;j = d, + 1, a**, n), (5.10) 
as in Lemma 3.1 of Reid [9] it may be established that if (2.1) is nonoscillatory 
on [a, b] then U(x; p) is nonsingular on (a, b] for p positive and sufficiently 
large in value. Since details of proof may be presented precisely as in [9], 
with the functional (5.6) replacing the integral of 2w[x, 17, r]‘] in the relations 
corresponding to (3.3), (3.4) of [9], no details will be given here. 
To complete the proof in the manner of Reid [9], consider the system 
defined on [a, ,d], where a, = a - (tg - a), and on [a,, a) we have 
A(x) = - A(2u - x), B(x) = B(2u - x), C(x) = C(2u - x). If U(X) = 0, 
w(x) is a solution of the corresponding system on [a, , a] then U(X) = 0, 
e1(2a - x) is a solution of this system on [a, tJ, and conversely. Hence on 
every subinterval [x, u] of [ua , u] the order of abnormality is d,; moreover, 
condition &[a, , b] is a consequence of &,[a, b]. We shall still denote by 
(U(x); V(x)) the solution of this modified system on [uO , b] which satisfies 
the initial conditions (5.7) at x = a, so that a basis for /I[u,, , a] is given by 
the first d, column vectors of V(x). Now letF(x) = I] Fdj(x) I(, (i,j = 1, e-e, n), 
be continuous and such that F(u) = V(u) and 
5 ~,p(x)F&c) SE S,, on [a,, a], (/I = 1, -.., d,;j = 1, . . . . n). 
i=l 
Moreover, let p be such that U(x; p) is nonsingular on (a, b]. 
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Corresponding to t E [a, , u] there exists a solution (U(x : t); V(X : t)) 
of (2.3) on [a, , b] such that 
and 
Uq(t : t) = V&t), w : t) = Pip(t), 
(i = 1, ***, n; /3 = 1, a**, d,), 
uij(t : t) = 0, vii(t : t) = F,(t), 
(i = 1, -a-, n;j = d, + 1, **a, n); 
since 
u*(x : t) V(x : t) - v*(x : t) U(x : t) se 0 
u*(t : t) V(t : t) - v*(t : t) U(t : t) = 0. 
For t = a, these initial values reduce to the initial values of U(a; p), V(a; p), 
so that U(x : u) = U(x; p), V(x : u) = V(x; p) on [a,, b]; in particular, if 
6 > 0 then by continuity the matrix U(x : t) is nonsingular on [a + 6, b] 
provided t is suitably close to a. Moreover, if (U,,(x); V,,(X)) is the solution 
of (2.3) on [a,, , b] determined by U,,(u) = E, , V,(u) = 0, then from con- 
clusion (a) it follows in view of $,,[a, , b] that (2.1) is nonoscillatory on 
[a - a’, a + S’], provided 6’ is so small that U,(x) is nonsingular on this 
interval. From these results it follows that if a, < t < a and t is sufficiently 
close to u, then (U(x : t); V(x : t)) is a conjoined matrix of solutions of (2.1) 
with U(x : t) nonsingular on [a, b]. 
LEMMA 5.1. If (2.1) is self-&joint on [a, b], s+[u, b] holds, and 
then there exists a solution (u(x); V(X)) of (2.1) such that u(u) = ~(a), 
u(b) = 7(b) and I[r), 5; a, bl 2 I[ u, v; a, b], with the equality sign holding 
if and only if q(x) = u(x) and B(x) [5(x) - v(x)] = 0 on [a, b]. 
As $+[a, b] implies that a and b are not mutually conjugate, the existence 
of a solution (U(X); v(x)) of (2.1) satisfying u(u) = r)(u), u(b) = v(b) is a 
consequence of Lemma 3.1 and the above property (a); the final conclusion 
of the lemma then follows from the identity 
&I, 5; u,b] =+,v);a,bl + v*[7 - ~1 1; +I[7 - u, 5 - v; a,bl. 
THEOREM 5.2. Suppose that (2.1) is self-&joint on [a, b], $j+[u, b] holds, 
d[a, b] = d, d(u) M A[u, b], and Q is un n x (n - d) matrix such that 
d*(a)Q = 0 and II 44 Q II is nonsingular. Then there exists a un+e solution 
(U,(x); V,(x)) of (2.3) such that 
d*(u) V,(u) = 0, (5.11) 
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and if (U,(x); VI(x)) is a solution of (2.3) satisfying 
U&4 = Q, d*(a) V,(a) = 0, Gw v,(a) > us4 ~o(4 (5.12) 
then U,(x) is of rank n - d on [a, b]; moreover, if (U,(x); V&)) is the solution 
of (2.3) sutisf-yizg &(,(a) = d(u), V2(u) = 0 then U(x) = j( U,(x) U,(x) 11, 
%$ = II v&4 v&4 II is such that (U(x); V(x)) is a matrix of conjoined 
solutions eoith U(x) non.singuZur on [a, b]. 
The existence of a unique solution of (2.3) satisfying (5.11) is an immediate 
consequence of Lemma 3.1. Now if (VI(x); V,(X)) is a solution of (2.3) 
satisfying (5.12) then the matrix U,(6) is of rank n - d. Indeed, if U,(b) f = 0 
then U(X) = [U,(X) - U,,(X)] f, v(x) = [V,(X) - V,(X)] E is a solution of (2.1) 
with u(a) = 0 = u(b), and therefore I[u, v; a, b] = 0; consequently, $+[a, b] 
implies u(x) = 0 on [a, b] and V(X) E A[u, b]. In turn, the initial condition 
0 = d*(u) v(u) with the relation A(u) M A[a, b], implies that V(X) 3 0 on 
[a, b]. Then 
and hence 5 = 0 in view of the last condition of (5.12). 
Moreover, U,(x) is of rank n - d on (a, b), for if a < c < b and 
G(c) 4 = 0, then u(x) = [U,(x) - U,(x)] t, W(X) = [VI(x) - V,(x)] 5 on 
[a, c], and U(X) = - U,(X) t, V(X) = - V,(x) 6 on (c, b], is such that 
044, +a E %CG 4, and an integration by parts on the individual sub- 
intervals [a, c], [c, b] yields 
4% 0; a, 4 = iT.m) - U,*(c)] [V,(c) - V,(c)] I - t*u,*(c) V,(c) E. 
(5.13) 
Since U,(c) 6 = 0, the right-hand member of (5.13) is equal to 
moreover, 
= U,*(a) V,(a) - u,*<4 VrJ(4, 
where the last relation follows from U,(u) = U,(u) =Q and the fact that 
U,,(6) = 0 implies U,*(X) I’,@) - V,*(x) U,,(x) z 0. Thus under the assump- 
tion that U,(c) 5 = 0 we have, in view of (5.12), that 
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whereas .&[a, b] implies I[u, V; a, 61 > 0. Consequently 5 = 0, so that U,(X) 
is of rank tz - d on [a, b]. 
Now if (Us(x); V,(x)) and (U(X); V(X)) are defined as in the statement 
of the theorem, then U(X) is nonsingular on [a, b]. Indeed, if U(c) is singular 
then there exist constant vectors p and 0 not both zero and such that 
satisfies u(c) = 0. Then V*(X) u(x) = 0 for arbitrary W(X) E A[a, bJ by Lemma 
3.1, and consequently 0 = d*(a) u(u) = A *(a) d(a) p, so that p = 0; 
therefore U(X) = U,(X) u and U,(c) is of rank less than n - d, contrary to the 
preceding result. Consequently, U(x) is nonsingular on [a, b]. Finally, since 
US4 VI@) = Q* VI( a is 1 . h ermitian by hypothesis, one may verify directly 
that U*(n) V(a) - V*(a) U(a) = 0, and hence 
U”(x) V(x) - v*(x) U(x) SE 0. 
THEOREM 5.3. If a self-adjoint system (2.1) satisfies &, and is nonoscilla- 
tory on (a, CO), then there exists a principal solution at 03 fw (2.3). 
Let x,, E (a,co) be such that d[x,, , co) = d, , and choose s > x0 such that 
d[x,,s] =d,. If d(s)~A[ x0, co), Q an n x (n - d,) matrix satisfying 
J*(s) Q = 0 and I I 44 8 I I nonsingular, let ( UOS(x); Y&X)) be the solution 
of (2.3) determined by 
U,,(s) = Q, Uo&o) = 03 d*(s) V,(s) = 0; (5.13) 
moreover, if to is such that to > s and d[s, to] = d, , for t 3 to let 
(Vat(x); V,,(x)) be the solution of (2.3) determined by 
u.4~) = Q, Us&) = 0, d*(s) V,,(s) = 0. (5.14) 
In view of the conditions U,(x,) = 0, UJt) = 0 it follows that each of the 
matrices &+Xx) ~o,(4, U,*,(x) v,,( > x is h ermitian. We shall proceed to show 
that 
with inequality in the last relation provided 7 is sufficiently large. 
For arbitrary nonnull (n - &)-dimensional vectors 6 let v(x) = U&x) 5, 
5@) = V,(x) 5 on [x0 , 4, and ~(4 = U.&) 5, 5(4 = v&9 f on [s, tl. 
Then (rl, 5) E BoCxo , r] and from Theorem 5.1 it follows that 
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so that 
Now if t, < t < 7, and U(X) = US7(x) 4, V(X) = V,,(X) 6 on [s, T], with 
44 = U,,(x) t, 564 = ~st(x) f on [s, t] and T(X) = 0, l(x) = 0 on (t, ~1, 
then (7, 5) E S[S, 71 and r)(s) = Qf = U(S), ~(7) = 0 = U(T), and by Lemma 
5.1 we have 
that is, 
- ~*cx4 V,,(s) 6 2 - t*vm v,,w 5, (5.16) 
and the equality sign holds if and only if r](x) = u(x) and 
B(x) [5(x) - v(41 = 0 
on [s, T]. In particular, if 7 is so large that d[t, T] = d[t,co) = d, then equality 
in (5.16) implies V&) 5 E A[t, 7 , and consequently U,,(X) 5 = 0 on [x,, ,co), ] 
VSJs7(x) 4 E A[x,, ,co), whereas 0 = U,,(S) 4 = Q[ would imply that 5 = 0. 
Hence if 6 # 0 then the inequality sign holds in (5.16) whenever t, < t < T 
and 7 is so large that d[t, T] = d, , thus establishing (5.15). 
Therefore U,*,(s) V,,(s) = Q*V8,( ) s is a monotone nondecreasing bounded 
family of hermitian matrices for t > t, , and hence there exists an hermitian 
matrix H such that Q* V,,(S) --+ H as t --+a. As A *(s) V,,(S) = 0 and I] A(s) Q 11 
is nonsingular, it follows that V,, = lim,,, V,,(S) exists; moreover, 
A*(s) v,cc = 0, Q*vsm is hermitian, and Q*V&) > Q*VSa > Q*T/,,(s) 
for t 2 to. If (U,,(x); V,,(x)) is th e solution of (2.3) determined by the 
initial values Usm(s) = Q, l/‘sJs) = V,, , then on [s, GO) clearly 
(U&4; ~8,(4> -+ (USC&); em 
as t -+co; moreover, A*(s) V&s) = 0, and U&,(s) V&S) > U,*,(s) V,,(s) for 
t > t,, . Consequently, for (U,(x); V,(X)) the solution of (2.3) determined 
by U,(s) = A(s), V,(S) = 0 it follows from Theorem 5.2 that 
is such that (U(x); V(X)) is a matrix of conjoined solutions with U(x) non- 
singular on [s, t] for t > t,, , and hence U(x) nonsingular throughout [s, co). 
In view of the remarks in the initial paragraphs of this section it then follows 
that (U(x); V(X)) is a principal solution of (2.3) at oo. 
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VI. THE GENERAL RECIPROCAL OF A FINITE MATRIX 
If M is an m x n matrix of complex numbers, then the general reciprocal 
of M in the sense of E. H. Moore [lo, 111 may be formulated as follows. If 
1M is of rank r, let S be an 11 x (n - r) matrix and T and m x (m - Y) 
matrix such that 
MS=O, S*S = En.+. , M*T=O, T*T = Em-, , (6.1) 
with obvious modification by deletion of involved matrices if either r = n or 
Y = m. Then the square matrix 
of order m + n - Y is nonsingular, and its reciprocal is 
(6.2) 
where N is an n x m matrix. If S, T is any pair of matrices satisfying (6.1) 
then the most general such matrices are S, = SP, Tl = TQ, where P, Q are 
unitary matrices of respective orders n - Y, m - r, and 
are reciprocals; that is, N is independent of the particular choice of S, T 
satisfying (6.1). The matrix N is the general reciprocal of M in the sense of 
E. H. Moore, and we shall denote it by M#. It has the following properties 
that may be verified readily: 
(i) MM#M = M; (ii) (M#M)* = M#M, (iii) (M#)# = M; 
(iv) (M*)# = (M#)*. (6.4) 
Unfortunately the work of E. H. Moore was unknown to many people, and 
this concept was not employed as widely in analysis as it could have been to 
good advantage. Recently it was rediscovered by Penrose [12]; for related 
discussions see Hestenes [13, Section XIV] and Blattner [14]. To this author 
it has been of long interest that the initial introduction of the general reci- 
procal or generalized inverse of a linear operator was not in the algebraic 
case of E. H. Moore, but in the case of the generalized Green’s function 
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(Greensche Funktionen im erweiterten Sinne), for ordinary and partial 
differential equations (see Hilbert [15, pp. 44-45, 2331) and the pseudo- 
resolvent for integral equations (see Hurwitz [16]). For various historical 
references to literature on the generalized Green’s function and Green’s 
matrices for ordinary differential equations the reader is referred to Reid [17], 
which was written before the author was aware of the E. H. Moore general 
reciprocal. 
The results of the following two theorems are used specifically in the 
present paper. 
THEOREM 6.1. If M is an m x n matrix, S and T satisfy (&I), with 
p. the minimum of ( Mt 1 on Z={[14~K~,,151 =l,S*t=O}andfithe 
maximumof lM#7/ on .&,={~~~~~:,,~;r1~=1}, then&=l. Coves- 
pondingZy, ;f pr is the minimum of 1 M*7 1 on Z+ = (7 I 7 E 6, , I7 1 = 1, 
T*7 = 0} and 9, is tke maximum of 1 M*#t I on Z,,+ = {E 1 6 G K~ , 
1 5 I = I}, then & = 1. 
If 7 E .Z,, then p = M#7 is the solution of Mp = (E, - TT*) 7, S*p = 0; 
therefore, p I M#7 1 = p I p I < 1 Mp I = 1 (E, - TT*) 7 1 < I7 1 = 1 for 
arbitrary 7 E Z,, , since E, - TT* is the matrix of a projection in E,,, , and 
therefore & < 1. On the other hand, if [ E 2 then Mt # 0 and the equations 
Mf = Mf, A’*( = 0 imply that [ = M#Me, so that 
for arbitrary t E 2, and hence 1 < &A. Consequently, & = 1, and the 
relation pJ& = 1 follows by duality. 
THEOREM 6.2. Suppose that M(t) is an m x n matrix which iscontinuous 
and of constant rank Y on (a,co). Then there exist an n x (n - T) matrix 
S = S(t) and an m x (m - I) matrix T = T(t) which are continuous and 
satisfy with M = M(t) equations (6.1) on (a,m); if for each t E (a,a) the 
quantities p = p(t), /I = F(t), pr = p,(t), & = j&(t) are defined as in 
Theorem 6.1 then M#(t) + 0 as t --+a~ if and only ;f either p(t) --f 03 
or p+(t)-+ 00 as t + 00. 
The existence of continuous matrices S(t), T(t) which satisfy with M(t) 
Eq. (6.1) on (a,co) is readily established. Moreover, the condition that 
M#(t) + 0 as t +co is clearly equivalent to either P(t) ---)r 0 as t + co or 
j&(t) -+ 0 as t +co, and in view of the relations p(t) $(t) = 1, p+(t) j&(t) = 1 
of Theorem 6.1 it follows that M#(t) + 0 as t -+co if and only if either 
p(t) -+ co or p*(t) -+ co. 
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